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Occasionally the media carries reports of practitioners
of Transcendatal Meditation (TM) claiming the ability
to levitate or flyo
Such a power would have
widespread uses in the
community by eliminating lifts in buildings and making
the washing of skyscraper windows easier.
As such a power would go against the existing laws
physics it is ,a paranormal claim well worthy
investigationo
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First a re-statement of the claims by TM
practitioners:* In April 1978, Vince Betar gave the
Melbourne 'Age' photos which he claimed
showed himself levitatingo He declined
to
be
photographed
by
an
'Age'
photographero
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* TM teacher Mr. Colin Barnes

told the
Melbourne
'Sun' in April 1978 that
levitation was being practised by about
15 TM teachers.,
"I know i t must sound incredible to
peopleo"
Mro Barnes was reported as
saying "But it happenso I fly twice a
dayo
I
flew this morning and it was
really goodo It is always goodo."
"Sometimes
it
is
over-poweringly
blissful.,
The feeling is really light
and airyo Like weightlessness. Yet other times it is
like taking off - like someone has given you a boot"o
"It is very easy. Sometimes I can be flying within a
few minutes of meditatingo It really takes no effort."
Mr. Barnes said some levitators went up and down on the
spot while others went forward across
the
room
occasionally touching down and rising againo
Mro
Barnes said it was definitely not imagination as they
often watched each other fly.,
He indicated some levitators rose about two feet off
the ground.

* Chris Porteons of the Mona Vale (NSW)

TM Centre is
quoted in "Sydney" 31/4/78 that "Levitation is the
first stage of hoppingo You sort of move in
hopping
actions.
It's a very joyful process and most
exhilarating." "Yes, I can flyo"

(A convention of
pyramidologists)
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In 1979 NoSoWo practitioner Alan Parkinson discussed flyingo
He claimed that the £orce of gravity has · been overcome through Transcendental
Meditationo He stated that the matter had been scientifical],.y explained by many
scientists throught the world including, John Price, · Senior lecturer in
Mathematics of the University of NoSoWo
Parkinson claimed that in scientific laboratories pieces of metal have been
s u spended in air by the effect of. electrical "waves" o Parkinson said "we humans
also radiate 'brain waves' II o The-se :can be detected, recorded and measured by the
"Electroenceptalgraph"(sic) "And these waves are .used to enable us to fly".

* In 1980 the new year was greeted in by TMers organizing their first nationwide
meditation session on January 12tho
Practitioners claimed in the "Age" that "when their technique is going well they
rise from the ground and float in
the airo"
"First
comes
a
feeling
of
lightness"o
"Then with experience
comes 'hopping' - a brief rise from
the floor and backo"
"Adepts
manage hovering and levitationo"
A side effect of this
session
according to practitioners would be
the "harmony and orderliness" which
could
sweep the land when the
nation wide session startedo

* In March 19"80
the
"Weekend
Australian" devoted a full page to
Dr John Price headed "The Rising
Art of Levitation." The article
- --- - - -said Dr John Price has a regular
early morning "fly".
Price described a flying session "I felt a tremendous burst of energy go through
me and my spine seemed to be a cylinder of white lighto 0
"Then my body moved up
11
and down two or three timeso
"The next experience was my body touching the
floor very, very softly0 I moved about two metres at that timeo 11
According to Dr . Price levitators have been seen to lift effortlessly off the
ground in a spontaneous forward ballistic motion of two or more metres. This was
often accompanied by shaking of the body, fast breathing and a feeling of
lightness o •

-- -·

€#- - ---p

*

The most recent to testify was Neil Phillips who told the Brisbane "Courier
Mail" 19/6/81 that athletes at next year's Commonwealth Games might be able to
lift their performance by trying a "flying" course in TMo
Mr. Phillips believes the first step to help athletes achieve their peak is to
teach them the first stage of the Siddha "flying technique"o
This involves "hopping" in a cross-legged position on. a thick rubber mato
The ultimate in the technique is "lifting off and hovering at willo"

* Last year Australia's top TM'er Dro Byron . Rigby stated on

the AoBoCo Science
Show in May 1980 that
personally levitated twice· daily in the form of hops
lasting about a quarter of one secondo
Dr. Byron Rigby also stated that "we open ourselves to every kind
of
investigation"
The Australian Skeptics took up his offer and Secretary James Gerrand responded
on March 31, 1981, writing;
(continued oh page 13)
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OPINION - WHERE HAS SCIENCE TEACHING GONE WRONG?
Peter G. Woolcock
Science has surely gone wrong if, at the end of five years science education and
the usual primary science lessons, students still display a naive gullibility
about supposed phenomena like U.F.O's, E.S.P, auras, astral travel, the Bermuda
Triangle, poltergeists, Chariots of the Gods, Nostradamus etc.
I had the
disturbing extent of this kind of credulity brought home to me recently in a
philosophy of education tutorial of fifteen teacher trainees, all of whom had
done matriculation science, mainly biology. None of these students were prepared
to say they disbelieved any of the above abnormal phenomena. In fact, most of
them believed quite firmly in the whole lot.
If this kind of harmful vulnerability to quacks, prophets and other purveyors of
fake cures for all human ills is to be eliminated, teachers cannot afford to
limit science lessons to the imparting of scientific knowledge or the activities
of experimentation, observation, inference and measurement. While all of these
things are undeniably important it is also vital to get students talking
critically about why we should believe or refuse to believe various theories or
claims.
This can be done by getting students to see why the scientific picture of the
universe and the causes at work within it, is the best justified one. It is the
best justified because it fits our observations better than any other account.
It not only correctly predicts what other accounts predict, it also correctly
predicts a huge number and variety of things they fail to predict. These
predictions are checked under rigorously supervised and repeatable conditions.
Keeping this in mind, students should be invited to discuss just how satisfact ory
is the evidence for U.F.O's, E.S.P, levitation etc.
Firstly , they should
consider whether abnormal phenomena of this kind is incompatible with the
scientific picture. Does it deny the conservation of energy? Does it rely on
types of energy undetected by the best scientific procedures? If it does, then
were the conditions under which the abnormal phenomena supposedly occurred as
rigorously controlled and repeatable as the conditions that tested the scientific
account?
If not then the scientific picture must be preferred by any rationa.1
person, the supposed abnormal phenomena being explained in terms of human
fallibility or misinterpretation of normal phenomena.
Rejecting events or phenomena for which there is no place in the scientific
picture is not bias or prejudice. We can remain open-minded in the sense that we
are pre pared to revise our opinions if evidence eventuates for these e ntitie s or
occurrences but, in the meantime, we have no good reason to entertain their
existence.
Even if the abnormal phenomena do not contradict the scientific
picture we should investigate whether all the plausable alternative explanations
in terms of normal objects and events have been exhausted. The Bermuda Triangle
is a good example here. At the end of this kind of discussion, there will not be
much abnormal phenomena that retains its credibility.
Appropriately simplified
history of science also helps to increase the students understanding of the
criteria by which to judge competing accounts of the universe and its behaviour.
This can be done by looking at case studies of why one scientific theory rep laces
another, for example, why scientists preferred explanations of combustion in
terms of oxygen rather than phlogiston.
What must be emphasised is that students do not have the knowledge or the
understanding of standards · of evidence to evaluate pseudo-scientific claims.
They need the teacher's help. Without it, they are likely to incorporate these
pseudo-scientific theories into their picture of the universe, which means that
all their actions occur within an inadequately substantiated framework. This may
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both to themselves and to those reliant upon them or affected by

Part of the explana~ion for this failure of science teaching is the philosophy of
science that underlies it. Teachers have stressed that scientific knowledge is
'provisional', which is quite true. · Nonetheless teachers need to make it quite
clear that 'provisional' science is far more reliable and certain than theories
involving unknown forms of energy, mind transference, magic, disembodied spirits
and other half-baked or crack-pot conjectures. Teachers do science a disservice
by stressing its 'provisional' nature if they don't also stress that its rigorous
testing methods make its chances of being revised less likely than those of
competing knowledge - claims. Scientific knowledge is the best we have.
Let's
not undersell it.
(Peter Woolcock, Lecturer in Philosophy at Hartley Park College of Advanced
Education, is the Australian Skeptics• representative in South Australia.)

AUSTRALIAN PRESS CARRY U.K. "MEDIUM" STORY.
Several Australian newspapers published (April 28-29)_ a syndicated story about a
U.K. "medium" leading searchers to a group of air cadets lost on snow-covered
Dartmoor.
We immediately forwarded the cuttings to the U.K. Secretary of the Committee for
the Scientific Investigation of the Paranormal, Michael Hutchinson, for his
comments.
He sent us a follow-up article from the U.K. Sunday Times of May 3 which told a
different story.
The medium, Frances Dymond, had given the police three clues during the search as
to the lost boys' whereabouts.
She said the boys were three miles from where they had last been seen lon the
east side of the moorl and that her vision included a derelict farm house with
its roof almost to ·the ground. She mentioned an ancient monument "sticking out of
the air like a needle". Only one boy was still alive.
In fact, according to police, the boys were not "rescued" at all, they all
survived by their own wits. When "found" they were only 10 minutes from the main
road.
They were on the opposite side of the moor from the spot police had
earmarked as the location nearest to the medium's description. All boys were
alive ..
There are 13 monumental crosses on Dartmoor and the one the boys were nearest to
could not be described as an "ancient" one.
It was erected to mark Queen
Victoria's Diamond Jubilee.
Frances Dymond sold interviews to journalists at U.K. 35 pounds a time - provided
they confined their questioning to the Dartmoor episode.
The story of her
"psychic" experiences, said her agent, had already been sold exclusively to a
popular Sunday newspaper.
The follow-up story was not carried, to the best of our knowledge, by any
Australian peper.
We wrote to newspapers, which carried the original story,
asking for a correction.
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PSYCH.IC SURGERY FILM
When the Melbourne 'Age' newspaper carried an advertisement announcing that a
film of the work of Josephine, a psychic surgeon, would be shown at Saint
Raphael's Church of Healing in Northcote on May l2, 1981 one skeptic could not
resist attending.
The clergyman officiating, the Reverend John c. King, first showed a film of
himself leaving his body and "astral travelling". The film started with the
Reverend King lying on a couch. The film then became distorted and appeared to be
showing a ghostly image leaving the prostrate figure of the good Reverend. Next
the film then showed the ghostly image returning to Reverend King's body. The
film then became clear again.
The main film was of Phillipine 'psychic surgeon' . Josephine "operating" .on
several Australians with lots of blood and guts apparently coming out of the
bodies. Josephine always kept both hands close together with the palms down,
from the time she started each "operation" to the time the blood . and guts were
The Reverend John c. King kept up a continuous
wiped off the "patient".
commentary, constantly drawing attention to the fact ;that the "surgeon" had short
sleeves and thus had nothing up her sleeves. It was obvious some of the patients
were very ill and desperate for cure.
At the end of the film the Reverend called for questions and discussion. After a
few questions our skeptic rose and explained that the film of Astral Travel could
easily be made running the same film through the camera twice.
On the first filming the person could lie still. On the second filming the person
would roll off the couch. The combination of two films would give the "astral
travel" effect.
Our skeptic then showed the astonished congregation of about sixty, how sister
Josephine could have held the "blood" in a magicians false thumb hidden under one
hand and the "guts" using a little finger tucked under her hand.
The reaction of several members of the congregation indicated they realised they
had been 'had' while others became quite hostile necessitating the quick exit of
our skeptic via the vestry.

U.S.

TV SHOWS PARANORMAL AUSTRALIA

Ever wondered why Americans know so little of Australia?
Myles Breen recently released the results of a study of Australian items on
television news from i970 to i979.

U.S.

over

four

Australian items totalled two hours and
thousand hours of news stories.

forty-five

minutes

out

of

Items about visitors such as Spiro Agnew to Australia made up over half the time.
Paranormal events featured prominently. These included the 1976 Adelaide Tidal
Wave prediction, the Quentin Fogarty "UFO" film of January l979, and other UFO
sightings.
-"National Times" April 12, 1981.
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PARANORMAL AUSTRALIA
Subscribers have responded overwhelmingly to our request for newspaper cuttings
on alleged paranormal events.
We plan to publish a selection of extracts from these in each issue of "the
SKEPTIC".
They may form the basis of later research. Please keep sending
cuttings to our P.O. Box 1555P. G.P.O. Melbourne. 3001.
WALK-INS.

Ruth Montgomery believes there are tens of thousands of "Walk-ins" on this planet
and tells us so in her new book.
Walk-ins are enlightened beings who after successfully completing numerous
incarnations, have attained sufficient awareness of the meaning of life that they
can forego the time consuming process of birth and childhood, returning directly
to adult bodies.
A walk-in is bound by strict etiquette, and must never enter a body without the
permission of its owner.
(Melbourne "Herald" 14/4/81)
MOUNTAIN MAGIC.
Upwey (Vic) Community Centre has been a real hive of paranormal activity, over
the past four months.
Paul Hodge was on hand for spiritual healing and two
mediums .gave a demonstration of proof of survival (28/4}; Linda Hansen and Joan
Kotz demonstrated clairvoyance (14/41; medium George Eldred explained how to find
fulfillment by utilizing your psychic talents(l7/3); and Olive Vallack explained
Astral travel (17/2) (Knox-Sherbrooke "News"}.
BOYS FLEE "YOWIE"
A sighting of "two strange hairy creatures" in northern N.S.W. has sparked a new
hunt for the mysterious ''Yowie".
The boys - 11, 13, and 14 - described the creatures as man-like animals with long
brownish coloured hair over their bodies (Melbourne "Sun" 27/5).
ALPS SEARCH FOR PANTHER.
Katoomba monster spotter Rex Gilroy is on the hunt for the elusive "black
panther" which he believes has a thriving community in the Victorian Alps.
Mr. Gilroy, well known for his search for the "Yowie" and the Tasmanian Tiger,
estimates there are 100 of the feline, dog-like creatures in the area and he's
determined to find them ( Melbourne "Sun" 31/ 6/8l}.
PARACELSUS ACADEMY.
A new centre for the paranormal has opened in Hutt Street, Adelaide. It is called
the Australian Paracelsus Academy after a l3th Century occultist and alchemist.
Organiser and clairvoyant, Mrs. Carmel Sanders, said the centre would "assist and
protect the public from the direct and indirect effects · of charlatanism"
(}.delaide"Advertiser" 4/5/8ll.
GHOSTLY BLACK-BAN.
Brisbane City Hall staff refuse to enter Room 302 on the third floor roof-top
area of the majestic old building as it contains a ghost.
Alderman O'Sullivan said "A girl employee working in the area let out a scream
and ran ashen-faced from the room. · she described a heavy presence all around her"
(Brisbane "Courier-Mail" l3/6/81) •
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KISHA AND TELL.
Brisbane psychic Kisha has her own office in Brisbane where she runs a telephone
astrology service. She gives readings to people who "sometimes will not drive
their car, or go out for dinner without knowing how their star sign feels about
it I I •
She has now launched her own monthly newspaper "Psychic Knowledge" which will
tell people things they have always wanted to know about their bedrooms and other
interesting facts.
There will also be stories on some of the areas in which Kisha specialises such
language, auras, biorhythms and dreams
body
graphology,
palmistry,
as
(Brisbane"Sunday Mail"24/5/8ll.
THE SOLUTION TO OUR POWER CRISIS.
Mr. G. Engel of 18 Sturt Street, Loxton. South Australia sells . "The Echlin
Stationery Armature Generator", designed to produce six times more output than
C'Electronic Australia", July 1981)
input. Cost - a mere $6.00.
PYRAMID WEALTH.
M.J.M. Imports, of 13 Selwyn Street, Elsternwick, Victoria currently sell the
These can be used to treat water, sharpen razor
Midis Pyramid for $59.95.
blades, or be placed under your bed or over your fish tank.
Alternatively you can purchase a pyramid grid for !69.50 to hang in horses
stables or your dog's kennel or place over plants.
"Seeds
"Fierce dogs are actually turned into placid pooches by pyramid power".
planted within a pyramid grow faster and sprouting time is reduced".
PYRAMID POWER SAVES MARRIAGE.
Atro Enterprises of Brisbane sell the powerful pyramid cruciform.
In the advertisment they tell of Mrs. D.H. who was plannning to get a divorce
after 5 months of quarrelling. She purchased the Pyramid cruciform by mail from
Atro Enterprises in February. A week later they were back together and have lived
happily ever since.
PRAYING FOR RAIN
On the 7th March l981, Catholic, Anglican and Uniting Church clergy led local
residents at Hannaford, 250 kilometres west of _Brisbane, in praying to God to
break their drought. The drought broke in June with 5 inches of rain. It would
appear that prayers take some three months to travel from Hannaford to Heaven.
TRUE LIGHT
The
The Adelaide "Mahikari" at 240 The Promenade, Norwood, teaches "Mahikari
Art of Radiating True Light", a uni que and powerful purifying Energy from the
Palm of the Hand.
The receiver sits with his eyes closed while the hand of the_ giver is held about
30 cm from the receiver's forehead. True Light is focussed on an area some 10 cm
behind the receivers forehead for 7 to 15 minutes. Purification of the area is
said to generally improve the overall well-being of the receiver.
True Light is next channelled to various zones on the back of the neck and on the
kidneys, leading to rapid rejuvenation of the whole body.
According to leaflets distributed by the Centre, anyone may radiate True Light
after completing a 3-day study period and receiving a divine pendant. The price
for the course is not given.
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Letter to the Editor
Dear Sir,
The Swing of the Pendulum

I am a Medical Scientist and a part-time writer.
I have some experience as well as interest in
matters para-normal.
I might mention an event of a couple of years
in which I played a little part.

ago

CSIRO
(ex
scientist
A retired professional
Statistics & Experimental Design) had set up a
public test for a pendulum swinger who claimed to
be able to tell fresh water from salt.
The pendulum diviner labouriously managed to get
half of the samples right. I was quickly able to
score 100% by merely glancing at the meniscus of
(The diviner was obviously doing
the samples.
Thus I was
this himself, though unconciously).
and a dud
psychic
a fake
expose
to
able
experimenter with one stoney glance.
There is another matter that I would like to draw
to your attention: there is a deeper and more
sinister level to the Evolution V Creation Debate.
The first point is that the reason for the
fundamentalists' distress -, is that the whole of
Christian doctrine is based on "The Fall" which
the
rendering
thereby
eliminates
evolution
The liberals try to gloss
redemption redundant.
over this by playing down the Old Testament but
the · fact remainds that Christianity and Evolution
cannot coexist.
The more sinister point is that the ecology
movement which is upsetting a good many wealthy
cooperations with its environmental protection
is very much dependant on evolutionary
laws
theory.
If Darwin could be discredited, even temporary,
vast profits would accrue to some. Bearing this
in mind do not be surprised if the Creationists
have a mighty slush fund. The President of the
U.S.A. has already spoken out against evolutionary
theory.
Yours sincerely,
Keith Rex AIMLSc JP.
Paddington. N.S.W.
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F-lll's SEARCH FOR UFO.
Police went to Gumdale, near Brisbane, recently after a
saucer" had terrified a young girl.

that

report

a

"flying

Twenty other Gumdale residents supported the sighting and police took details
from · six of them. A check with Brisbane Airport revealed nothing "strange" had
showed up on radar.
PATROL
The RAAF at Amberley air base was alerted and a flight of four F-lll's on
at dusk searched for the object without success.

patrol

Now Constable Steve Foster of Cleveland Police has convinced authorities that the
alien object was from England.
Two youngsters in the area had each been sent a model hot air balloon by an
elderly relative in England. The balloons were about l.Sm high with red, silver,
gold and blue metallic film strips which reflected lig~t.
On a trial flight near Gumdale an anchoring string broke
whisked one of the balloons into the air over Gumdale.

and

a

spirit

burner

Lights at dusk and people's imagination did the rest.
-"Daily Mirror" (_Sydney} April 13, 1981

UF0 1 S AND THE RAAF
Some Ufologists have accused the Royal Australian Air Force of covering up the
evidence on UFO's. The Australian Skeptics checked the RAAF's involvement with
UFO's.
In Australia, the RAAF is responsible for the investigation of unusual aerial
sighting reports. The responsibility was vested in the Air Force in the early
1950s when the Australian Government, in common with the United Kingdom and
United States Governments, was concerned that UFO's, now called Unusual Aerial
Sightings (UAS), might have posed a threat to national security.
Following sveral years investigation of sighting reports in Australia, the
Minister for Air, Fred Osborne, made a statement to the Australian Parliament in
October 1960 summarising the position. He stated •nothing that has arisen from
that three or four per cent of unexplained cases gives any firm support for the
belief that interlopers from other places in this world or outside i t have been
visiting us'.
Although according to the RAAF, Fred Osborne's statement still holds true today,
the RAAF continues to investigate reports of unusual aerial sightings as a
service ·to the public.
Each RAAF base in Australia has an officer responsible for the investigation of
UAS. Under present arrangements, anyone who sees lor thinks he has seenl an
aerial object which cannot be identified can contact the nearest RAAF base, or if
this is not possible, the nearest Police Station. Reports received at RAAF bases
are thoroughly investigated and the results sent to Department of Defence lAir
Force Office) where they are checked and filed. The person making the original
report is advised of the findings of the investigation on request.
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Although the UAS files are unclassified they are not made available to the
general public in their complete form as many of the people submitting reports
wish to remain anonymous. However a summary of the findings of any particular
case can be made available on request.
The RAAF thus claims it does not conceal facts about
release details of particular rep6rted sightings
request. This assumes that the case has been reported
RAAF in the first instance.
The onus is therefore on Ufologists to
covered up evidence on UFO's.

produce

the

UAS and is prepared to
to the general public on
and investigated by the

proof

that

the

RAAF

has

BOOK REVIEW
UFO'S - CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF AN AUSTRALIAN KIND by Keith Basterfield, published by
A.H. & A.W. Reed Pty Ltd; $5.95.
A feature of claims of the paranormal is their hot-house growth when there is no
exposure to the cold climate of skepticism. Providing such an exposure is usually
a time-consuming and demanding task.
Keith Ba~terfield has spent the past ten years in examing the Australian claims
of sightings or other reported evidence of UFO's lUnidentified Flying Objects}.
Wherever possible he has visited the scenes and interviewed the reporters of the
claims as part of his examination. His conclusion is that about 90% of the
reportings are attributable to exte~nal phenomena, such as satellites, the planet
Venus, aircraft, balloons, and fireworks, while about 9% occur within the mind.
residual l% still awaits a reasonable explanation requiring further
The
scientific study and enlightenment.
Much of the lush growth of paranormal claims is produced by the fertilising
bulldust of some of the media seeking their profit by stimulating sensational
interest in their viewers/readers/listeners.
Conversely the growth can be cut back .by res~onsible journalism and it is
pleasing to see good and prominent reviews of this book appearing in the
Melbourne press. Such exposure is not only rewarding to Keith's years of effort
but is• only an indication that similar scientific investigation of claims in
other areas of the paranormal, which is a main purpose of the Australian
Skeptics, can expect a responsible media treatment.
further
provide
only
not
can
Such scientifically based investigation
understanding of phenomena but also promote understanding of our own limitations.
I recall a colleague and friend who was a Superintendent of Flying Operations
when he reported not only seeing a UFO but also filming it. Tom was so much
laughed at for this claim that his professional reputation suffered. If this book
had been published prior to this claim Torn would have appreciated that his mind
may have mislead him and also the scoffers would have realised that what Tom
claimed to see was very real to Torn. I commend Keith Basterfield and recommend his book as an excellent example of the
Scientific Investigation of the Claims of the Paranormal.
James Gerrand
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BENT SPOON AWARD
In our first issue we announced that we had launched a national
reward those active in supporting the claims of the paranormal.

competition

Further nominations have been received mostly in the media category.
your nominations coming in. Latest nominations include:( 1)

to

Please keep

'Daily Mirror' (NSW)
for introducing, on May 13th, 1981 a weekly Computer Horoscope.
This one page weekly feature is written by John Fonti, described as "an
astrologer of the eighties". The paper, in conjunction with Radio Station
2UE, is also sponsoring a continuous Dial-a-Horoscope service.

C2l

Rod Reader ("Australian" May 9-10, 1981} for explaining how using your star
sign as a guide to buying a house is time-saving and results in the best
possible buy for your· particular personality and character. For e x ample an
Arian home will be modern and streamlined, featuring a dishwasher. Pymble
(~SWl is described as an ideal Arian suburb.

C3l

Cen Fox (Journal of Australian Music and Musicians, April 19811
for his
scintillating interview with Clifford Enticknap. Enticknap claims to be in
touch with Handel through mediums.
In the interview Enticknap explains
oratorio in l978.

(41

(_S}

how

Handel

chose

him

to

write

an

John Pinkney (People Magazinel gains multiple nominations for suggesting
(_6/51 an exorcism for Mrs. Ann Lawson of Doonside, N.S.W. who suffers
prickly sensations and for suggesting l22/4l that an entire regiment of
advancing British soldiers may have been collected as specimens by UFO's .at
Gallipoli.•
" Latrobe Valley Express" (Vic}
The "Latrobe Val ley Express" was so impressed by local psychic Marie making
herself available for sitti_n gs, that they featured her story completely
across the front page of their April 23 issue, and an additional thre e
columns inside.
Marie, a forme r theatre nurse, claims to be able to trace the p a st,
foretell the future, answer questions about the spirit world and contact
the spirits of people who have died .
Nowhere in the 42 c olumn inches of this rambling story did
indicate any possibility of scepticis m.
Such publicity sure beats a tiny one-column para graph
announcing your availability for psychic consultations.

(61

their

reporter

advertiseme nt

Science Category
Dr. Philli ps, "by training an electrical engineer, by
inst inct
a
vegetarian", for suggesting numerology can be used to predict personality
traits among individuals who share certain 'ruling numbers'.
(Brisba ne
"Telegraph" 8/5/ l9811
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PREDICTIONS CHECKED
Ron Marke, Editor of the New South Wales "Rationalist News", has drawn attention
to a "Daily Mirror" (Sydneyl newspaper clipping of August 29, 1979.
It reports
that "the amazing!' Mrs. Beryl Smith, "the astonishingly accurate Newcastle
clairvoyant," predicted such disasters as the Westgate Bridge collapse, the
Aberf~ mine disaster and the assassination of President Kennedy.
She predicted that a large Sydney building will collapse within the next six
months.
All large Sydney buildings are still standing. She said that she gets
the powerful feeling that Malcolm Fraser is nearly at the end of his run, mainly
for health reasons.
She said she can see a high government member having a heart attack, perhaps on a
tennis court. She said that Sir John Kerr, past-governor-general of Australia,
will be getting ill.
She said that Prince Charles will marry within 12 months.
getting married this month.

He

didn't

;

he

is

She predicted that within six months there will be earthquakes that will wreck
two parts of America, and that there will be quakes of a different kind in the
political sense in Victoria and New Zealand. Wrong again, Beryl. She said that
she gets something about dissention in the River Murray area; and that Don
Dunstan•s health problems will be mentioned again in the press. Beryl, you're not
doing too well so far.
She claims Darwin will be rocked by _an earthquake this summer.
Well, Darwin
still stands! She said that there will be a massive fire in Sydney. Sydney has
had a lot of fires but certainly not a "massive" one. She said that two ships
will collide disastrously in fog near Newcastle. Wrong again, Beryl.
She's probably right about the Mafia connections in Griffith; but was wrong about
the Pope being involved in a motor car accident, or Canberra having an uprising
with molotov cocktails exploding.
In the "Australasian Post" of November 27, 1980 "nationally known
Tom Ward, predicted that the Fraser Government would re-introduce
and National Service in March or April of this year ().981} and that
be a new charter airline service flying out of Australia to the U.K.
by the middle of this year.

clairvoyant"
conscription
there could
and the u.s.

The popular press carries many such "psychic" or "clairvoyant" predictions and
there seems to be little or no follow up as to whether or not such predictions
come true. Would Australian skeptics watch for articles containing
such
predic tions and send them to us. We are particularly interested in predictions
from old magazines (try looking in your doctor's or dentist's surgery} so we can
see if short-term predictions have come true.

YOU WRITE

OTHERS READ

Articles and materials wanted for the next issue of "the SKEPTIC". We would also
like to hear from any one available to assist in editing or producing "the
SKEPTIC".
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AUSTRALIAN TRADE PRACTICES COMMISSION REBUFFS SKEPTICS
The Australian Skeptics lodged a formal complaint
advertising
the
about
Commission
Practices
firm.
electronics
Computer/Calculat or" by a large

with
and

the Australian Trade
"Biorythrn
of
sale

The Australian Skeptics drew the Commission's attention to an advertisement which
claimed that with the machine you can "Calculate past, and future biorythms!
Chart all cycles and watch for 'critical days'".
The Australian Skeptics sent the Commission four articles from the "Skeptical
Inquirer" and two papers by Australian scientist Dr Brian Quigley on biorythms.
The Australian Skeptics submitted that there is no evidence for biorythms,
biorhythm cycles or critical days and a great deal of evidence to sugge s t that
biorhytms did not exist.
Consequently the Australian Skeptics submitted that the advertisement for the
biorhyhm Computer/Ca~culat or contravened S-53 lcl of the Trade Practices Act as
representing that the item has "performace characteristics", "uses or benefits
they d<? not have".
The Trade Practices Commission decided that the advertisement itself \,1a s not
considered misleading or deceptive as the calculator does appear to perfo rm the
The
function of biorhythms for those who believe "perhaps misguidedly" in them.
Assistant Commissioner stated that the evidence provided by the Australian
Skeptics casts doubt upon the existance of biorhythms but that he had no evidence
that the calculator did not perform the functions advertised.
Mark Plurmner

ARE MEDITATORS LEVITATORS? (continued from page 2)
"To examine your ability to control paranormally the force of gravity through the
exercise of levitation, we would anticipate using various scientific measurement
tools which could include video-tape machines to record the phenomena, laser
equipment to measure displacement and sensitive weighing machines to measure the
force of gravity."
Dr. Byron Rigby wrote back on l6/4/81 "'levitation•, as you call it, is not the
central issue in the TM Sidhi program, nor is i t a claim made in the teaching of
the TM Sidhi procedures. If i t turns out, as the a~cient literature states, that
the 'flying• technique can enable people to lift for a sustained period, then I
will be as interested and intrigued as you •••• ". " From your letter i t seems
there is a need to review my remarks indeed, not one of the statements or
'claims• you attribute to me is true."

(.4/5/Si) to
The A.B.C. Science show tape was checked again and we again wrote
Rigby stating;
"Our Committee is astonished that you now disavow the claims you made in your
public radio interview that you personally levitated twice per day ••• "
"Our Committee now asks you to publicly retract your organisation's claims to
levitate."
"If there are members of your organisation who claim to levitate such as ••• Betar
we would wish to investigate such claims •• ".
Between the time Mr. Gerrand sent his first letter and the reply from Rigby was
received, a Sydney Skeptic checked the Corporate Affairs records of the parent
body of TM "The World Plan Executive Council" to find that the organisation had
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sent $587,960 to their Administrative Centre in Europe between July 1, 1976 and
September 30, -1978. Bearing in mind Dr. Rigby's unqualified statement "We open
ourselves to every kind of investigation", Mr Gerrand's second letter also
indicated that we would like to investigate the exact purpose to which monies
sent from Australia to Europe are put.
We have not received a reply from Dr Rigby as at close of publication.
*Wedo have other sources about levitation besides those of practising Tm'ers.
In 1979 the New Zealand Consumers magazine told in 1979 'of the sad story of Mrs.
Shirley Koszti a widowed paraplegic for twenty years.
In 1977 she received a pamphlet published by TM. in New Zealand advertising the
Sidhi course.
According to the pamphlet those who master the Sidhis can levitate and fly.
Mrs. Koszti paid over $5,000 to the organisation but is still unable to fly.

*

From England comes the story of five former TM'ers who paid over $60,000 on the
Sidh.i courses.
One of them Mrs. Linda Pearce stated:"It was nonsense. We were all completely taken in. We only taught people to hop
around like frogs. No-one ever learnt to fly.
You get into a room with springy rubber mats, then you meditate in the squatting
position".
"Th.en you chant at one another and bounce up and down on the mats".
"With practice you can get several feet off the ground but there is no way you
can describe it as flying".
A Mr. Proctor from Leeds stated that:"I've watched hundreds of so-called £lying experts, but not one could hover in
the air, even for a split second."
"All they do is bounce and scream with contorted faces in a kind of religious
fervour."
* Robert Mccutcheon, personal secretary for four years to the head of TM, the
Maharishi, has te~tified that levitation consists of sitting on eight to twelve
inches of foam rubber and then jerking the body in such a way as to produce a
hopping movement. He said to date no-one has defied the laws of gravity.
With any paranormal claim the onus is always on the claimant to prove his claim.
The photographs of "levitation" produced by practitioners are quite consistent
with a hopping movement which can be easily mastered by anyone.
However much TM practitioners wish to prove ancient Vedic scriptures mentioning
flying correct, their evasiveness in refusing to allow press photographers to
photograph the phenomena or to allow proper independant scientific scruntiny
together with the statements of explanations leads to the conclusion that the
claim of TMers to levitate is unproven.

SUBSCRIBE TO "THE SKEPTIC"
"The SKEPTIC" is published by the Australian Skeptics, the Australian section of
the Committee for the Scientific Investigation of the Claims of the Paranormal.
It is hoped to publish. "th.e SKEPTIC" quarterly. At present finances do not permit
a fully printed issue with bold headings, cartoons and illustrations.
Readers are asked to recruit more subscribers. SubscriptioN for l981 is $2. Next
year, subscription will probably be about $5, depending on the numer of
subscribers.
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MONEY IN MEDITATION
The balance sheets of the Transcenden tal Meditation organisation "The World Plan
Executive Council" show there's money to be made in meditation.
The Company was incorporated on July 1, 1976 and started with $33,7 86 in
accumulated funds from the Internal Meditation Society. In their first fifteen
months, income of $855,430 came from:
Course fees
$473,352
Personal Instruction
102,892
Weekend Residence
9,400
National 5 Day Residence
72,208
National Teaching Training
82,375
Advance Teacher Training
43,566
Science of Creative Intelligence
47,621
Sidhis Preparatory
4,205
Advanced techniques
2,310
Special techniques
Other:
11,232
Interest
1,318
Conference fees
3,476
Donations
1,052
Schools grant
28
Subscription s
395
Sundry
Total ~

$855,430

Accumulated funds were $ 42,427 by 30/9/77, $168,494 by 30/9/78 and $345,6 7 3 by
30/9/79.
In their first fifteen months of operation they sent $172,760 to Switzerland and
in the following twelve months they sent an additional $4-15,200 making a tota l of
$587,960 sent.
Their fixed assets were $25,390 on 30/9/77, $43,959 by 30/9/78 and $203,10 8 by
30/9/79.
Their ·current assets were $166,6-13 at 30/9/77, $319,081 30/9/78 and $393,4 76 at
30/9/79.
They have also purchased a dairy farm "Bunjilohan" near Agnes Falls, South
Gippsland for $170,395.
The organisation has been granted tax exempt status by the Federal Government.
Directors are; John Bray, Accountant; Faith Martin, Theatrical Agent; Dr John
Price, Senior Lecturer in Mathematics University of New South Wales; Bevan
Morris, Teacher; Janet Rigby, Teacher; Professor Richard Franklin, Professor of
Philosophy at University of New England; and Dr. Byron Rigby, World Minister for
Health and Immortality and Vice Chancellor of TM's Australian University.

MEXICAN MAGAZLNE
We have . just received issue Numero l of "El Investigado Esceptico", the j ournal
of the Mexican committee of the Committee for the Scientific Investigatio n of the
Claims of the Paranormal.
The sixteen page journal is printed in a similar format to this issue of "the
Skeptic" and contains articles on homeopathy, astrology, Zonotherapy , UFO's,
vegitariarism and pyramidology .
Although published in Spanish, our Mexican counterparts thoughtfully sent us an
English. translation of excerpts. Any Spanish speaking Australian Skeptic is
welcome to borrow our copy of "El Investigado Esceptico".
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AUSTRALIAN SKEPTICS
Income and Expenditure for Year ending 30/6/1981.
INCOME
Subscriptions to 'Skeptic'
Back Orders & Subs to Skeptical Enquirer
Donations
Bank Interest
Share in P.O. Box
Bulk Orders of 'Skeptic'

306.00
917.00
1,040.50
10.83
10.87
10.00
2,295.20

PLUS
Refund of monies for "Zetectic Scholar"

44.09
$2,339.29

Total Income:
EXPENDITURE
Purchases
Telephone
Postage
Printing and Stationery
Bank Charges
Periodicals
Freight
Sundries
Library Purchases
Petty Cash Advance

885.86
14.00
289.22
546.61
4.14
18.73
12.93
51.2 2
155.64
17.83
1,996.18

Total Expenditure
PLUS
Bank Balance@ 30/6/81

343.11
$2,339. 29

TOTAL

Mike Wilton, Treasurer

SALES DEPARTMENT
BULK COPIES of "the Skeptic" No. l
are still available at $5 per hundred,
including postage.
BACK NUMBERS of "Skeptical Inquirer" can be purchased directly from us, saving
11aving to send money to the United States.
DETAILS of the CONTENTS of issues of the "Skeptical Inquirer" up to Vol. 5 No. 2
are contained in the first .issue of "the Skepti.c".
VOLUME 5 NO. 3 (Spring -19811 of the "Skeptical Inquirer" contains articles on
Schmidt'· s Ps ychokinesis Experime nts, Hypnosis and UFO' s, Deciphering Anc ient
America, the 1980 United States National UFO Conference, str ange anima ls, Psychic
ca.rd-tricksters, book reviews and letters.
VOLUME 5 N0.4 (.Summer 198-1)_ includes:- Se lf attribution in astrology, Humanities
vs the Para normal, Inside the Walton UFO case, Aeg ean ancient astronauts, p ara
psychologists beliefs, investigation of psychics, extra-version - introv e r sion
astrologica l effect and book reviews and letters.
Bot h Nos. 3 and 4 c an be purchased for $5 each f rom
Australian Skeptics
P.O. Box 1555P
G.P.O. Me lbourne. 3001.

